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Since 2014
XFOC started in 2014.
By 2018, XFOC had the expertise to deal with issues that had arisen
in the blockchain industry since 2014.
Cryptocurrency theft due to unauthorized access, such as Mt. GOX, coincheck, Bithumb.
Problems of scalability and transfer speed occasionally seen in BTC
XFOC is now a next-generation blockchain able to deal with these issues.
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Only 0.5 sec. for
Block Generation
XFOC has been developed as an original blockchain since 2014.
BTC takes 10 minutes to generate a block, while even ETH,
well known for its faster performance, requires 15 seconds.
A XFOC's blockchain takes just 0.5 seconds for block generation.
This speed allows our blockchain to serve as an alternative system for credit cards or e-money.
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Banking
An innovative financial system will be created with XFOC.

A blockchain generating blocks in 0.5 seconds can adequately function
as a ledger management system for ordinary financial operations.
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To be the center of funds coming from all over the world This is the XFOC goal.

Banks, exchanges, and payments ---All of these services that currently are only offered separately will be provided seamlessly.
Wealthy individuals and major investors are the main targets here.
XFOC provides wealthy individuals and major investors with an environment that offers significant
advantages.
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Over 1.7 billion adults in the world have no bank account.
XFOC also targets these “financial refugees.”
XFOC allows a client to open their account
online.
Banks using XFOC allows a client to open their
account online.
They provide attractive services to “financial
refugees,” who for a variety of reasons have no
personal bank account.
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Disclaimers and Purchase Regulations
Various risks exist when handling cryptocurrency.
Those who purchase XFOC shall be deemed as understanding the following points:
The plans in this reference document are not guaranteed
Every description in this reference document is planned by the company and it is not guaranteed for investors.

Business operation risk
Including problems related to the system or marketing, changes in legal regulations or market environments may
occur.
At such a time, there is a substantial risk of a XFOC collapse. However, we shall not be responsible for any such risk.
Purchasing XFOC does not mean an investment
We understand that the main purpose for purchasing current cryptocurrency is for speculation purposes. However,
XFOC is cryptocurrency that can also be used for utilizing our services, and we also desire that the users purchase
XFOC for this purpose. We shall not guarantee the value or the price of XFOC.
XFOC is not a stock
Stocks can be held for the right to make corporate decisions or to receive dividends; however, this is not the case with
XFOC. XFOC does not provide any rights to make decisions for any relevant businesses or companies, or any right to
receive dividends.
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(white label)
Simultaneous storage and management of fiat currency and cryptocurrency

(white label)
The XFOC Wallet (white label), with its simple operation, provides unified management
for the asset conditions of cryptocurrency, fiat currency, and financial products,
enabling the user to conduct various transactions on a timely basis.
Swipe can switch the screen seamlessly.
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(white label)
XFOC will be adopted as a next-generation blockchain for a bank.

You can open the bank account online. The dedicated XFOC app, WALLET, integrates and
manages bank accounts in several currencies and cryptocurrencies. Banks that adopt XFOC
will have SWIFT code. Therefore, it allows cash withdrawals and deposits at banks across
the world.
A CASHCARD will be issued to WALLET users. This card allows the withdrawal of cash at
banking partners around the globe.
XFOC token will start to be used by a bank in the spring of 2020.
Fiat currencies to be supported:

USD, CNY, EUR, JPY, and others.

Cryptocurrencies to be supported: BTC, ETH, BCH, XRP, XFOC’ unique currency XFOC
(Future Oriented Currency), and others.
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(white label)

Advanced account aggregation in the WALLET
The XFOC Wallet (white label) has an advanced account aggregation function to centralize
the bank account information of all the existing financial institutions.
At the initial service stage, only a bank account balance is available, but in the future, as API
applications for each financial institution are accelerated, direct transfer of funds from the
XFOC Wallet will come online.

Automated WALLET dispersion
Major investors have a vast amount of different cryptocurrencies. They will open multiple
wallets by themselves, and manage each of them manually.
The XFOC WALLET allows each client to have multiple currency wallets with a single
account.
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(white label)

Asset Dashboard
In addition to all the cryptocurrency, fiat currency, and
financial products within the WALLET, the asset
dashboard account aggregation function displays stacked
bar charts to show the financial assets within other
financial institutions.
By simple operation, users can conduct a drill-down
analysis of this information.
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(white label)

Cryptocurrency
Cryptocurrency enables the user to check the rates and
charts of each cryptocurrency type, in addition to being able
to buy and sell cryptocurrency.
The account's cryptocurrency can
be transferred from or paid out
through the user’s own XFOC
Wallet. The user can also receive
cryptocurrency through a displayed
QR code.
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(white label)

Cryptocurrency 2
The unique cryptocurrency, XFOC, is closely related to
various services provided by banks.

XFOC is required to utilize a wide
variety of services available within
banks, and XFOC can easily be
bought from the XFOC Wallet. As
the users of partner banks increase,
so will the momentum of the
circulation of XFOC.
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(white label)

Fiat Currency
Fiat Currency enables the user to check the balance of
each fiat currency in their account and the status of such
currency transfers and deposits, exchanges, payments, and
history.
The account aggregation function coordinates the WALLET
with other bank account information.
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(white label)

Payment
Payment allows the user to make a payment in any of the
account currencies.
XFOC will introduce a wide variety of highly convenient
payment methods including bar code payment.
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(white label)

WALLET and System Security
Multisignature (multisig)
functions
Rate Limiting

• Managing multiple signatures by dispersal can maintain security even if one of them is leaked.
• Build a transaction flow where approvals are required from several parties.

• As a countermeasure against technical attacks such as a brute force attack, access is
temporarily blocked to maintain security.

Authority control for the
internal system and
operation log recording

• The system is robust against unauthorized access from the outside. Additionally, the
system is designed to minimize internal fraud by finely controlling access permission to
the internal operating management functions.
• For each operation, the operator, the operation performed and time are recorded. This
prevents internal fraud, while also quickly detecting any unintended operations.

System monitoring tools

• Proven system monitoring tools are adopted to monitor system resources, logs, and unauthorized
access.
• Our user-friendly interface with charts and other components visualizes the monitoring results,
enabling the detection of failure or malfunctions and the prompt investigation of the cause.

Account management

• Password strength judgment * Lock of fraudulent logging attempts
• Two-factor authentication * Account lock by the user or the operation office of banks
• Other security measures including the detection of abnormal conduct

Personal information
encryption

• Images of a passport or a driver’s license used for opening a bank account are also
encrypted and stored
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(white label)

Multisig-based asset management
Use of the multisig function serves to build a flow where the payment process
requires approval from multiple parties.
A case where approval is required by three or more board members
A multisig account that can draw currency
when three of five keys are available

A transaction is executed because
three board members with the keys
approve the process

Board member

President A

President B

President C

President D

Approve

Disapprove

Approve

Disapprove

Approve
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A cash card usable all over the world

XFOC provides a “ CASHCARD” for use at banking partners and their ATMs.

The CASHCARD enables the cardholder to draw
out money at banking partners and ATMs
around the globe.
*The daily limit for drawing money is set in accordance with the
regulations of each country.

The transaction fees are automatically paid from
XFOC in the account.
* This cash card picture is a concept
image.

Users of the bank are required to purchase and
hold a certain amount of XFOC in their accounts.
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QR code payment by blockchain

XFOC is making significant contributions towards a cashless society. Specifically, XFOC
aims to participate in the QR code payment business to make this payment method
available for use in stores and shops worldwide.

Available in stores and shops worldwide

Available in stores and shops worldwide

Funds are transferable regardless of whether
it is an organization or an individual

The QR code can be displayed on a smartphone app, enabling any user to transfer
funds regardless of them being an organization or individual.

According to the usage fee, cashback is given in the unique currency, XFOC.
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A high-speed and highly secure blockchain exchange

Transaction trials with 10,000 test users.
XFOC will kick off with the original
blockchain, offering a high-speed and
highly secure exchange.
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The Exchange will be opened with seamless coordination using the XFOC Wallet (white
label).
• USD is converted into CNY
• CSY is converted into EOS
• XRP is converted into USD
etc.
The Exchange also provides order book trading
for cryptocurrency transactions. The OTC
matching service is also offered.
The transaction fee is reduced according to the
possession ratio of the unique currency, XFOC,
while favorable rates can be received for credit
transactions.
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Multisig-based escrow
Use of the multisig function can reduce transaction risk where large amounts of funds are
involved.
A case where a car is purchased using cryptocurrency (100 XFOC)

A multisig account to draw currency
when two of three keys are available
① 100 XFOC is deposited
to the multisig account

⑥ In case of a problem, XFOC acts as a
third-party arbitrator to collect the deposit
by using either of the authenticated keys
along with its own key

⑤ The two keys are
now available and
ready to draw out 100
XFOC from the
multisig account

The Buyer

③ The product is shipped (after deposit check)
④ The keys are released (after product check)
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② The deposit is notified

The Seller

XFOC Provides Services Needed
Across the Globe.

Enables users to utilize both wallets for
fiat currency and cryptocurrency

Enables users to draw out money wherever they
are in the world

Aims to serve as a QR payment system for use in
stores and shops worldwide
Provides bidirectional transactions of
cryptocurrency and fiat currency

Supports sound projects
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Roles of Cryptocurrency, XFOC

XFOC is used to pay the account
maintenance fee

XFOC is expended when charges are required

Cashback is given in XFOC to the wallet users

The transaction fee is reduced according to
the amount of XFOC in the account

Provides a wide variety of services
according to the XFOC deposits
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Roadmap
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XFOC Grant Ratio and Funding Purposes
XFOC issued: 100,000,000,000

Funding Purpose

XFOC Grant Ratio

37%: Investors and advisors
63%: XFOC

20%: System development
70%: Financial services costs
10%: Promotional costs

The XFOCs holded by
XFOC are locked up, and
2.4% tokens are unlocked
annually
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